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The thesis discusses machine setup problems which arise in high-mix, low-
volume production environments of printed circuit board assembly (PCB)
industry. We concentrate especially on the hybrid setup problem that is a
combination of the job grouping and minimum setup problems. We define
an objective function that minimizes a weighted sum of the number of setup
occasions and the number of feeder changeovers. The aim of this function
is to model real-world production situation. With the help of the weighting
parameter one can put more weight on the number of setup occasions or on
feeder changes depending on the production planning situations. We describe
the problem in an exact way by constructing an integer programming (IP)
model. While there are problem instances of practical size which can be
solved optimally by current software systems there are still cases where the
problem solving with exact methods turns out to be inefficient and time
consuming. Unfortunately, the hybrid problem is also so hard combinatorial
problem that it can be solved optimally only in small problem instances even
with the best exact methods. Therefore, we develop heuristics methods that
help us to find near optimal solutions and sometimes even optimal solutions
in an easy way. In our publications we present several new algorithms for the
problem and compare their efficiency with other methods found in literature.
Furthermore, we give a general model that can be applied to construct an
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In the last decade the volume of electronics industry has increased rapidly,
due to new products, new innovations of the products and their low prices.
Computers, mobile phones and other electronic devices are much cheaper,
more effective and smaller than before. It is general today that middle-class
families have many mobile phones, televisions, computers and other enter-
tainment electronics in their private homes. While the selling of electronic
products is increasing all the time, the competition between the manufactur-
ers is very hard and tends to become even harder. To reach better positions
in the market, electronics industry has struggled to find new ways to cut
down production costs and to increase the production volumes. For solving
the first problem, to achieve lower production cost, many manufacturers in
the field have moved part or all of their production to cheap labour coun-
tries. The second problem, to improve the efficiency of the production lines,
is included not only in modern automation technology but also in strategies
and methods of utilizing these highly automated systems.
The central part of an electronic product, a printed circuit board (PCB),
is manufactured in an automated assembly line, which includes one or sev-
eral stations, where the necessary electronic components are placed onto the
boards. Production problems in PCB assembly are closely related to the
kind of the production environment. A producer can be specialized into
manufacturing large lots of PCBs of the same type whereas some others may
produce multiple types of PCBs daily. These kind of high-mix environments
are nowadays common. Then, several different products have to be produced
in short time to meet the changing demands of the customers. To keep the
expensive assembly lines running in a cost effective way, the production must
be planned carefully. The vendors of the placement machines offer optimiz-
ing software packages to plan the production and to control the operation
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of the machines. Production engineers can use these production manage-
ment packages e.g. to maximize the throughput of the production lines or to
minimize the setup times when changing the PCB type manufactured on a
machine.
In this thesis we study setup optimizing problems which arise in a high-
mix and low-volume PCB assembly environment. Most of the problems are
hard combinatorial optimization problems, where optimal solutions to prac-
tical problems cannot be usually found [11]. Therefore, strategies and so-
lution methods that find near optimal solutions in a reasonable time are
needed. Especially, machine setup problems have been widely studied by
several researchers because of the strong impact of setup times on the pro-
ductivity [43] [7] [37] [20] [36]. We concentrate here on general machine
setup problems that are met in management of surface mount assembly lines.
We present an objective function that simulates the real-world production
planning situation in a flexible manner. In particular, we assume that co-
operating with both job grouping and minimum setup strategies in a high-mix
and low-volume PCB assembly environment, we can develop methods to the
machine setup problems that can improve solutions found with a pure mini-
mum setup or job grouping method. We will perform practical tests with the
new methods using problems taken from a real production environment. In
our view, we assume that these methods are easily utilizable as a part of a
production management software, because our approach is general avoiding
machine specific details.
This thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces generally the
main concepts of a surface mount assembly line and the component place-
ment machines as well as a classification of the PCB assembly problems. In
Section 3 different strategies for solving the setup problem solving are cat-
egorized and presented. In Section 4 mathematical programming is shortly
discussed and mathematical models are presented for job grouping, minimum
setup and hybrid setup problems. In Section 5 general global optimization
methods are introduced to integer programming (IP) problems. Section 6
gives algorithms for job grouping, minimum setup and hybrid setup prob-
lems. Section 7 summarizes the contents of the five original publications of





In a printed circuit board (PCB) assembly line, a number of electronic com-
ponents (capacitors, transistors, resistors, integrated circuits, etc.) are placed
to predetermined locations on a bare circuit board. PCBs serve the electronic
devices in two ways: the necessary components are mounted onto them and
the boards provide electrical connections between components. Hundreds
or even thousand of components can be placed on one board. The compo-
nents can be divided according to the assembly technology: through hole and
surface mount components.
Through-hole components are inserted through drilled holes in PCB whereas
surface mount components are attached onto boards, see Fig. 2.1. With the
surface mount assembly method, the manufacturers can cut down production
costs and increase productivity, because it has several benefits against the
through-hole assembly [32]:
• Components are smaller and lighter
• PCBs are smaller, and require lower power
• Assembly speed is higher and more accurate
Therefore, the newer technology surface mount technology (SMT) has be-
come widely used in the last ten years.
Manufacturing of printed circuit boards (PCB) with an automated sur-
face mount assembly (SMA) line consists of the following sequence of op-
erations: solder paste application, component placement, reflow soldering,
cleaning, and electrical test, see Fig. 2.2. In solder paste application there
is a mixture of solder alloy particles that are applied in a controlled manner
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Figure 2.1: Surface mount components on a PCB.
in predetermined amounts at predetermined positions. Solder paste is used
to provide the interconnection between a component and the printed circuit
board. Usually a screen or stencil is used to apply solder paste. Surface
mount components are placed on a printed circuit board after solder paste.
The SMA line has one or several computer controlled highspeed machines
to perform the actual component placement of operations. The main issue
of component placement machines is to select and properly orient compo-
nents on the circuit board. Reflow soldering is used mainly the soldering of
substrates with surface mounted components. In process, surfaces are heated
until solder paste flows and then the PCB is cooled to form firm solder joints.
Cleaning of the printed boards is required to remove undesirable contami-
nants that may be left after soldering. To guarantee that the output signals
of the PCBs are correct, electrical testing follows the whole assembly process.
Figure 2.2: Processing steps of SMT line.
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2.1 Machine types for SMT component place-
ment
The contemporary trend in electronics industry is towards smaller and more
complex products. Hence, the surface mount technology (SMT) production
requires machines that are more accurate and more flexible. In addition,
the competition between electronic manufacturers drives them to attend also
faster machines. Therefore, the SMT machine industry is innovating new
better machines continually. Especially, the SMT component placement ma-
chines have met many challenges in the past few years. Nowadays the com-
ponent placement machines must be capable of handling a wide variety of
components at high speed (up to 80000 cph) and different board sizes, and in
order to remain electronic manufacturer competitive with fewer downtimes
and setup times.
Although, the main tasks of the component placement machines are the
same: pick components one by one needed for a PCB from a feeding device
using a vacuum nozzle and place them correctly on a board, and all the SMT
machine type consists of certain main parts: a PCB table, a feeder carrier, a
placement head, nozzles and a tool magazine, anyway, their technological and
functional characteristics may be significantly different. Ayob et al.[2] gave
detailed descriptions of five different component placement machine types,
but generally, SMT placement machines can be classified as either a gantry
or turret style machine based on the design of the pick and place system.
2.1.1 Gantry-style machines
Gantry-style pick-and-place (or collect-and-place machines) have a placement
head with a number of nozzles (e.g. 6 or 12) attached to an X-Y gantry
system. The gantry system allows the placement head (or heads) to be
moved between the component feeder bank and any component placement
location on the board. Usually, the feeder bank and the board do not move
during component placement. To increase speed, some placement machines
are equipped with two X-Y gantries that both have a placement head, see
Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4. The assembly cycle time consists of a fixed setup
time, the time to locate the PCB on the worktable, and a variable placement
time [17].
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Figure 2.3: Gantry-style machine with one placement head (from:
http://www.contactsystems.com).
Figure 2.4: Gantry-style machine with dual head (from:
http://www.contactsystems.com).
2.1.2 Rotary turret machines
A rotary turret style machine, also called a chip shooter, has a movable feeder
carrier, a movable X-Y table carrying a PCB, and a horizontal turret head
that rotates on a fixed axis, see Fig. 2.5. The turret consists of multiple
placement heads (e.g. 12 or 20) that can handle different nozzles. While
the placement head, located at the front of the turret, places a component
at a pre-specified location on a board, the opposite placement head picks
up a component from the feeders located in the feeder carrier. The feeder
carrier holds the component feeders and moves horizontally positioning the
next appropriate component feeder and the table simultaneously moves the
PCB to the next component placement location. Chip shooter machines are
mostly used in a high volume production environment [17].
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Figure 2.5: Rotary turret machine: Universal 4791 HSP Chipshooter (from:
http://www.creonixltd.com/smt.htm ).
2.2 Production control problems in SMT as-
sembly processing
The efficiency of PCB assembly production depends strongly on the planning
and control of the production process. The present day component placement
machines operate automatically as soon as the necessary settings of the com-
ponent feeders, loading of control programs and conveyor belt modifications
have been carried out manually. Depending on the PCB batch sizes and the
number of different PCB types, manual or automatic operations should be
given the biggest weight while optimizing the production process. The main
questions are, do we produce thousands of pieces of one PCB type or a couple
of pieces multiple PCB types with one machine or with several machines?
According to these questions, the problems in PCB assembly are divided into
four major classes [27] [49]:
• One PCB type and one machine class concentrates on single machine
optimization problems (e.g. feeder arrangement and component place-
ment sequencing)
• Multiple PCB types and one machine class comprises setup strategies
for a single machine
• One PCB type and multiple machines class includes line balancing and
component allocation to multiple machine problems
• Multiple PCB types and multiple machines class concentrates on schedul-
ing problems in general
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2.3 Recent studies of line or machine opti-
mization in PCB assembly
The main focus of the present thesis is in the setup optimization in the
content of PCB assembly. To put our research to a more general perspective
we next mention some recent studies which characterize the current trends
in the field. The most research deals with the control of individual machines
or machine lines by the means of heuristics solution algorithms. Because the
volume of the research has been and is very large we content ourselves to
mention only few of research results.
Ohno et al. [41] have studied the problem of assembling several types
of PCBs on a machine with multiple pick-insertion heads and developed a
heuristic that solves the problem using two-optimal local search and evolu-
tion strategy. Grunow et al. [17] presented a three-staged heuristic solution
for a collect-and-place surface mount placement machine in order to mini-
mize the assembly cycle time for a single PCB. Ayob and Kendall [3] intro-
duced a triple objective function for a pick-and-place machine to minimize
the assembly time, the feeder movements and the PCB table movements by
improving the feeder setup. Deo et al. [13] formulated an objective func-
tion to a pick-and-place machine that can place from both sequenced tape
and component feeders with the same setup. They developed also a genetic
algorithm for simultaneously optimizing the component placement sequence
and feeder assignments. Ellis et al. [16] constructed a conceptual model of a
placement time estimator function for turret style machines. It can be used
to estimate the placement times for a set of PCBs with a given placement
sequence and feeder assignment. Van Hop and Tabucanon [54] studied the
feeder assignment and assembly sequence problem for a pick-and-place ma-
chine model where also feeder magazine and board move. The objective was
to minimize both the magazine and board travel times. Rossetti and Stand-
ford [44] examined a PCB assembly system in order to reduce the makespan
while maintaining adequate work in process (WIP) and utilization levels.
The PCB assembly system consisted of an automated surface mounting line
coupled with a manual placement, inspection, and testing line. Williams
and Magazine [55] developed four families of heuristics to minimize the total
manufacturing time required to process a set of PCBs on a pick-and-place
machine. According to their study, there are two main components of the
manufacturing time: the machine preparation setup time to process the batch
of PCBs and the component placing time for all the boards in the batch. Van
Hop and Naganur [53] considered the scheduling problem of n PCBs and m
non-identical parallel machines. Their objective was to minimize the total
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makespan with grouping, sequencing PCBs and component feeder changes.
Ho and Ji [22] presented a hybrid genetic algorithm to optimize the sequence
of component placements and arrangement of component types to feeders
simultaneously for a chip shooter machine. Their objective was to minimize
the total assembly time. Yilmaz et al. [56] proposed grouping methods which
use machine-specific algorithms for scheduling the machine’s assembly oper-
ations in order to minimize the global makespan. They tested their group
setup approaches for a single-gantry collect-and-place machine equipped with





This section classifies setup strategies according to different PCB manufac-
turing environments. In high-mix production environments (case: multiple
PCB types and one machine) SMT machines are frequently bottlenecks. It
is typical of this kind of production that time consuming setup operations
of the machines have to be done repeatedly. Especially, feeder setups occurs
often, when a PCB type changes in a SMA line. To reach a higher level
of productivity, it is important to minimize the impact of changeover times.
Usually, the throughput of the assembly line can be improved significantly
by reorganizing the production with a proper setup strategy.
There are different setup strategies to solve production problems which
arise in different PCB manufacturing environments. All in all, the produc-
tion situations can be totally different, therefore, the right choice of the
setup strategy is important in order to achieve high productivity in the en-
tire assembly system. Leon and Peters [36] classified the different setup man-
agement strategies in four categories: unique, group, minimum, and partial
setup. In our studies [51] [47], we have examined also hybrid setup that
seems to suit excellently in a high-mix production environment.
3.1 Unique setup
Unique setups consider one board type at a time and specify the component-
feeder assignment and the placement sequence so that the placement time for
the board is minimized. This is a common strategy when dealing with a single
product and a single machine (or the bottleneck machine) in a high-volume
production environment [5] [34] [9] [31] [58] [4] [8].
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3.2 Group setup
Group setup strategy forms job groups of similar PCBs so that component
setups are incurred only between groups. Hence, any board type in the
group can be produced without changing the component setup, which is
only required when switching from one group to another. A natural objec-
tive is to minimize the number of groups. A group setup implies the same
feeder setting for all PCB types in the group. As a downside, this setup
strategy reduces the possibility of generating efficient control programs for
individual PCB types. Therefore, the method is more useful in low-volume
production than in mass production and it is very efficient, if batch sizes
are small [45]. Numerous researches have studied the group setup strat-
egy [20] [37] [48] [14] [7] [11] [50] [30] [40] [56].
3.3 Minimum setup
Minimum setup strategy attempts to find a sequence for the PCBs and to
determine feeder assignments for all the PCBs so that the total component
setup time is minimized [52] [26] [18] [15] [29] [28]. The idea is to perform
only the feeder changes required to assemble the next PCB with no additional
feeder changes or reorganizations that would possibly reduce the placement
time. In general, similar products are produced in sequence so that little
changeover time occurs between them.
3.4 Partial setup
Partial setup strategy also attempts to sequence the boards as is done in
the minimum setup, but it also considers reorganizing the feeders to reduce
the placement time [35] [36] [42]. Because the goal is often to minimize the
makespan, the partial setup strategy resides between the unique setup strat-
egy (where only the placement time for each individual PCB is minimized)
and the minimum setup strategy (where only the changeover time of each
PCB is minimized).
3.5 Hybrid setup
Hybrid setup is a hybridization of the group setup strategies and minimum
setup strategies. Usually, the machine setup problem is formulated as a job
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grouping problem or as a minimum setup problem. The objectives of these
two strategies are incompatible with each other. However, in a real-world
production environment of the PCB assembly it is often needed to consider
both problems of the same time, especially in the high-mix production envi-
ronments. A single component feeder of a placement machine can be changed
typically in 1-5 min, but it may take, for instance, 15-25 min to prepare the
machine for the component setup operations, because the starting of one
or several component changes requires extra manual work by the personnel.
Therefore, in our studies [51] [47] we have considered two different setups: a
component setup comprises the required operations to replace one component
feeder with another, and a setup occasion takes place every time when the
line is interrupted for one or more feeder changes. Therefore, considering a
case where one wants to minimize both the number of setup occasions and
the number of feeder changes, it can be defined an objective function which





Problems in PCB assembly are often combinatorial optimization problems
such as minimization of some good target (e.g. setup time and placement
time) or maximization of something (e.g. throughput and workload balance),
under certain constraints (e.g., machine capacity, available production time,
and so on) [21]. In this section we state setup optimization problems mathe-
matically by constructing mathematical models for them. With mathematical
models one can describe the problem settings in an exact way. Mathematical
programming approach of problems consist of an objective function (consist-
ing of a certain number of decision variables) which is to be minimized or
maximized subject to a certain number of constraints. In the present study
we need two modeling approaches; the linear programming (LP) and integer
programming (IP) models. In a linear programming model both the objective
function and the constrains are all linear functions. The linear programming
model can be stated in matrix form as follows:
min cT x (4.1)
subject to
Ax = b, (4.2)
x ≥ 0, (4.3)
where
A ∈ Rm∗n, b ∈ Rm, c ∈ Rn, and x ∈ Rn. (4.4)
An integer programming (IP) problem in which all variables are required
to be integer is called a pure (IP) problem. If some variables are restricted to
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be integers and some are not then the problem is a mixed integer program-
ming (MIP) problem.
There are many studies where PCB assembly problems are formulated in
mathematical models, see e.g. [3] [41] [37]. For the needs of the present study,
the mathematical programming models for job grouping, tool switching and
hybridization of these problems are presented here under.
We assume that the assembly of electronic components on PCBs is per-
formed by a single placement machine which has a limited capacity for com-
ponents of different types. This assumption includes that there is a particular
machine which remains as a bottleneck machine of the line for each PCB type.
The production program of a planning period includes several different PCB
types and the production is organized as batches, each of which contains one
or several copies of a particular PCB type.
Let N be the number of PCB batches (jobs) of different PCB types to
be processed. The placement machine’s component feeder capacity is C
feeder slots and the total number of different component types of all PCBs
is M . Each PCB type j requires a certain set of components. To simplify,
we suppose that all feeder reels demand one feeder slot. We speak here of
”feeder reel” or ”tape reel” as the actual medium for organizing the supply
of copies of certain component type. However, other methods (like sticks or
trays) may actually be used in different machines. Although the duplication
of components (i.e. component reels containing the same component type)
might be advantageous, we omit it here. This means that the feeder reel of
a component type appears only ones in the feeder magazine at a time.
Let A = {aji} be a job-component matrix of the size N×M . The element
aji is 1, if at least one copy of the component type i is required for the PCB
type j; otherwise it is 0. This means that some of the component types may
occur as multiple copies on a board but they do not need any special attention
due to the nature of the feeder mechanisms, for example, the component reel
feeders with very high capacities.
4.1 Job grouping
The job grouping problem consists of finding a minimum set of feasible groups
such that each job is contained in one group [12]. The attribute ”feasible”
depends on the application domain, but in field of PCB assembly it means
that no intervened machine setup operations are needed when processing
the jobs of a particular group. While there may be many different kinds
of manually performed setup operations when changing the PCB-batch (like
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changing nozzles, adjusting conveyor belt with etc.), it is common to restrict
the discussion on the changes of the component feeders. This stresses the
importance of the feeder management in the design of the machine control.
Daskin et al. [14] and Bhaskar et al. [7] have formulated PCB-grouping
problem as an integer programming model. According to Crama et al. [12]
the PCB-grouping problem can be formulated as follows.
Make the following notations for i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , k = 1, 2, . . . , N and
j = 1, 2, . . . , N :
the element xkj is 1, if job (PCB type) j is assigned to group k; otherwise
it is 0;
the element yk is 1, if group k is non-empty; otherwise it is 0;
the element zki is 1, if component i is used for the production of group k;
otherwise it is 0.









xkj = 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.6)
ajixkj ≤ zki for k, j = 1, 2, . . . , N ; for i = 1, 2, . . . ,M, (4.7)
M∑
i=1
zki ≤ Cyk for k = 1, 2, . . . , N. (4.8)
The objective function (4.5) minimizes the number of nonempty groups.
Constraints (4.6) ensure that each PCB is assigned to some group and con-
straints (4.7) assure that the necessary components are in the feeders for the
production of the group to which the PCB is assigned. Constraints (4.8)
take into account that placement machine’s feeder capacity is not exceeded
for the groups. This basic abstraction of the problem situation makes the
simplifying assumption that all component reels are of the same (unit) width.
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4.2 Tool Switching
The tool switching (TSw) problem consists of N jobs which must be processed
on a single machine. The machine includes a tool magazine with limited
capacity of C slots. Each job requires a set of tools and the total number
of tools, M (required to process all the N jobs) is greater than C. We
follow Tang and Denardo’s [52] mathematical model (translated into PCB
environment by Barnea and Sipper [6]), where the objective is to minimize
the number of tool switches (component feeder changes): The components
required by the PCB type j are given by a vector Aj of length M . Let
e(Aj)
T ≤ C for each j, where e a M vector of 1’s, but C < M ; that is, each
PCB type can be processed with a single setup of components to the feeder
magazine but the components of all PCBs do not fit the feeder magazine
simultaneously.
To fix the sequence of processing the PCBs, we define a variable xjn,
which is 1 if PCB j is nth in the sequence, otherwise 0. Let W[n] be a M -
dimensional vector that determines the components placed to the feeders of
the machine at the instant n (1 ≤ n ≤ N). At the beginning of the process
there are no components in the machine (i.e., the elements of W[0] are all 0’s).
Alternatively, W[0] can give the known setup from the end of the previous
planning period of production. This could be done with minor modifications.
At moment n, the element w[n]i is 1 if the reel for the component i is in some
feeder slot of the machine, otherwise it is 0. Let P[n] be an M -dimensional
vector (P[n]=(p[n]1, p[n]2, ..., p[n]M)), where the element p[n]i > 0, if w[n]i = 1
and w[n−1]i = 0; otherwise it is 0. Thus, vector P[n] tells us the components





(eP Tn ) (4.9)
subject to
xjn · Aj ≤ W[n] for n, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.10)
eW T[n] ≤ C for n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.11)
N∑
n=1
xjn = 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.12)
N∑
j=1
xjn = 1 for n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.13)
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P[n] ≥ W[n] −W[n−1] for n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.14)
eW T[0] = 0, (4.15)
P[n] ≥ 0 for n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.16)
w[n]i, p[n]i, yn ∈ {0, 1} for n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; for i = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (4.17)
The objective function (4.9) counts the number of component feeder
changes. In constraints (4.10), (4.14) and (4.16) the operators ” ≥ ” and
” ≤ ” stand for the comparisons between the corresponding vector elements.
Constraints (4.10) ensure that if PCB j is the nth PCB to be processed, then
all the components required by PCB j must be in the feeders at instant n.
Constraints (4.11) assure the number of components does not exceed the ma-
chine’s feeder capacity at any instant. Constraints (4.12) and (4.13) assign
exactly one PCB to exactly one instant. Constraints (4.14) determine the
component feeder changes for the nth PCB in the sequence.
4.3 Hybridization of Grouping and TSw prob-
lems
As before, consider a high-mix production environment where multiple PCB
types are produced on a single machine. The cost function for setup opera-
tions can then be taken as a weighted sum of number of setup occasions and
number of component changes:
F (y, z) = Ry + Sz, (4.18)
where R and S are constant weights (i.e., time factors) for the number of
setup occasions (y) and for the number of component changes (z).
The problem of minimizing (18) is interesting in many respects. By set-
ting R > 0 and S = 0 we have the common job grouping problem. By
minimizing the objective function we get a sequence and an assignment of
component feeders for each PCB that minimizes the number of setup occa-
sions (groups). By setting R = 0 and S > 0 we have a tool switching problem
where the objective is to minimize the number of tool switches (component
feeder changes). However, joining these two objectives (i.e., R > 0 and
S > 0) gives a still more realistic model of the machine setup problem. The
number of setup occasions and the total number of feeder changes are both
considered in this problem.
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We formulate the hybrid machine setup problem as an IP model. In
our formulation a decision variable (yn) takes into account the number of
setup occasions (groups). If the value of yn is greater than zero, a setup
occasion occurs and thus the processing of a new PCB group begins. In other
words, the decision variable yn is 1 if at least one of the elements in P[n] is
greater than zero; otherwise yn is 0. According to the above notations we can
formulate the hybridization of the job grouping problem and the minimum








P[n] ≥ W[n] −W[n−1] for n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.20)
eP T[n] ≤ Cyn for n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.21)
xjn · Aj ≤ W[n] for n, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.22)
eW T[n] ≤ C for n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.23)
N∑
n=1
xjn = 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.24)
N∑
j=1
xjn = 1 for n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.25)
eW T[0] = 0, (4.26)
P[n] ≥ 0 for n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.27)
w[n]i, p[n]i, yn ∈ {0, 1} for n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; for i = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (4.28)
The objective function in (4.19) calculates the weighted sum of the num-
ber of setup occasions and the number of component feeder changes. Nota-
tion P T[n] stands for the transpose vector of P[n]. Constraints (4.20) determine
the component feeder changes for the nth PCB in the sequence. Constraints
(4.21) ensure that a setup occasion happens every time when there are one
or several changes of the feeder reels when moving to a new PCB type. Con-
straints (4.22) ensure that all the components required for PCB j are on
the machine at the instant n. Constraints ensure (4.23) that the number of
allocated component feeders does not exceed the existing machine capacity.
Constraints (4.24) and (4.25) indicate that each PCB is processed exactly




This section presents mathematical techniques that will be used to solve the
IP problems of the previous section. In optimization the best solution is
searched from a set of solutions. A trivial exact algorithm would choose the
best solution among all possible solutions to the problem. In many cases
searching all possible solutions would take a unbearable amount of time even
with the fastest machine(s). Luckily, there are techniques that are able to
find optimal solutions without going through the full solution space. These
algorithms are effective for solving various search and global optimization
problems. Different version of the branch and bound technique are often
used to solve IP problems [23].
The branch and bound method [61] [39] is most widely used method for
solving IPs. It is a general search method with two separate parts: a branch
and a bound. In the branching part the problem is divided into smaller prob-
lems and in the bounding part the solutions of these smaller problems are
estimated in order to restrict the problem’s solution space more. The branch
and bound algorithm starts by considering the optimization problem that
is restricted to feasible region by explicit mathematical constraints. Lower
bounds are searched by a procedure where integrality restrictions are relaxed
(LP-relaxation). If the optimal solution to the relaxed problem matches the
IP problem, then an optimal solution has been found and the search termi-
nates. Otherwise, the feasible region of the problem is partitioned further to
create even smaller subproblems. The algorithm generates recursively a tree
of subproblems and searches optimal solutions to subproblems. The solution
of the subproblem is not necessary globally optimal, but if it is feasible, it
can be used the prune the rest of the tree. The search process continues until
all subproblems are solved or subtrees pruned.
The branch and cut [38] method consists of a combination of a cutting
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plane method with a branch-and-bound algorithm. In the algorithm the
lower bound is again provided by the linear-programming (LP) relaxation of
the original integer program [61]. After branching, cutting plane methods are
used to improve the relaxation by providing iteratively better lower bounds
to the formulation. Unless the optimal solution to the LP is integral, a
new constraint (a cutting plane) is searched by the algorithm. The new
constraint violates to the LP solution, but it does not violate any optimal
integer solutions. The new constraint is added to the formulation and the
LP is solved again. Cutting planes are added as long as the optimal solution
is not integral or the cut can be found.
Figure 5.1: An simple instance of the job grouping problem modelled with
LINGO.
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The branch and price algorithm combines the branch and bound algo-
rithm with column generation. The branch and price algorithm is used to
solve integer programs when there are too many variables to represent the
problem explicitly [61]. Column generation is a technique for solving large
scale linear programs. It solves the problem only with a small subset of the
decision variables. The branch and price algorithm applies the column gen-
eration technique to improve lower bounds at each node of the branch and
bound tree until an optimum is reached.
Modeling languages and computer codes for IP algorithms are commonly
available in mathematical software packages. For instance, with the LINGO
optimization software package IP problems can be modelled and solved easily.
Fig. 5.1 shows a simple instance of the job grouping problem written using





It is common that problem solving with exact methods turns out to be
inefficient and time consuming. Especially, in many combinatorial problems
the solution space may increase exponentially with respect to the problem
size and finding an optimal solution in a reasonable time turns out to be
often impossible. For example, IP problems arising in PCB assembly are
mostly so complex combinatorial problems that they cannot be solved opti-
mally by even the latest algorithms. For instance, the hybrid setup problem
is a combination of two NP-hard problems: the group setup [10] and the
minimum setup problems [52]. For the NP-hard problems is not known any
algorithm that can solve all problem instances in a polynomial time. We have
managed to solve (in a practical time) the hybrid setup problem optimally
with optimization software for small problem instances [47], only. Therefore,
exact methods become impractical for large real-world problems like PCB
assembly optimization. In that case, we have to turn to heuristic methods
that help us to find near optimal solutions and give sometimes even opti-
mal solutions in an easier way. Good heuristics consume only a fractional
part of the run times to in comparison to exact methods. Unfortunately,
heuristics find usually local optimum solutions that are sometimes far away
from global optimum, because there can be many local optimal solutions,
where the heuristic may stuck. Therefore, one of the main quality aspects
for a heuristic is how good local optimal solution it finds (how near global
optimum it usually reaches). Genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, and
tabu search are known heuristics for global optimization problems. A com-
monality for them is that they iteratively attempt to find better solutions,
but their way to search and construct solutions differs quite a lot. A genetic
algorithm uses evolutionary principles in the form of selection, crossover and
mutation operations to a population of solution candidates. The aim is to
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iterate these operations to the individuals of the population in order to find
better solution candidates. The simulated annealing technique mimics the
metal cooling process to construct and improve solutions from previous ones.
In the tabu search we are moving from a solution to another avoiding to stuck
on a local optimum by accepting every now and then inferior solutions and
using a tabulist from previous solutions to prohibit rechecking of previous
solutions. For description of heuristics, see [19] [1].
In this section, we give more detailed discussion on group, minimum, and
hybrid setup heuristics, because in this thesis we concentrate on a high-mix
PCB production environment.
6.1 Group setup heuristic
Numerous researchers have studied the group setup strategy and developed
algorithms to it: Hashiba and Chang [20] suggest grouping PCBs as the first
step in their three-stage procedure of reducing setup times, and they present
heuristics for the grouping problem. Maimon and Shtub [37] present a mixed-
integer programming formulation and a heuristic method for grouping a set
of PCBs to minimize the total setup time. Shtub and Maimon [48] con-
sider the PCB grouping problem as an extension of the set-covering problem.
Daskin et al. [14] present a mathematical formulation for the PCB-grouping
problem, show that the problem is NP-complete, and give a branch-and-
bound based heuristic algorithm for solving it. Bhaskar and Narendran [7]
apply graph theory for solving the grouping problem. Crama et al. [11] an-
alyze the approximation of the job grouping and minimum setup strategies.
Smed et al. [50] introduce and compare several heuristics algorithms based
on greedy, clustering, and repair-based local search methods. Knuutila et
al. [30] compare the results of efficient heuristics to optimal solutions found
by 0/1-programming and by constraint logic programming. Zolfaghari and
Liang [57] present a genetic algorithm for solving a general machine/part
grouping problem in which processing times, lot sizes and machine capacities
are considered.
As an example, consider the solution of the PCB-grouping problem by the
use of hierarchical clustering [36]. At the first each PCB forms a singleton
cluster and the algorithm calculates Jaccards similarity coefficient for each
cluster pair and merges the pair with the highest coefficient value (given that
the capacity is not exceeded). If the merge operation cannot be realized, the
algorithm chooses the pair with the highest similarity coefficient so that the
merge is feasible. After that, the similarity coefficients are updated. The
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process is iterated until no improvement is possible. A general group setup
algorithm (GSA) based on hierarchical clustering is as follows:
Input : pcbs(a set of PCBs)
Output : groups(a set of PCB-groups)
function GSA(PCBset pcbs)
GROUPset groups
for every pcbi ∈ pcbs
change pcbi to groupi
add groupi to groups
endfor
calculate similarity coefficient sij for every groupPairi,j ∈ groups
while (feasible merging is possible)
merge the pair with the max(sij) among the feasible merging groups
update similarity coefficient sij for every groupPairi,j ∈ groups
endwhile
return groups
The similarity between PCBs can be calculated in many ways e.g.:
Shtub and Maimon [48] examined a usage of Jaccard’s similarity coefficient
Sij =
|Ei∩Ej |
|Ei∪Ej | , where the set Ei (Ej) denotes the components of the board
i(j). Bhaskar and Narendran [7] define the cosine similarity coefficient of
boards i and j as the cosine of the angle between the pair of row vectors i








6.2 Minimum setup heuristic
Minimum setup heuristic attempts to sequence a given set of different PCB
types so that the number of feeder changes is minimized. Barnea and Sip-
per [6] translated the mathematical model of the tool switching problem of
Tang and Denardo [52] to the PCB environment and presented a heuristic
for minimizing setups. Jain et al. [26] developed a mathematical model and
a four-stage method for sequencing jobs on a PCB assembly line, where a
rolling horizon of production is taken into account. Günther et al. [18] pre-
sented and compared three heuristics for solving a minimum setup problem
on a typical surface mount technology production line. Dillon et al. [15] pre-
sented four variants of a greedy heuristic that aims at maximizing iteratively
the component commonality whenever the PCB type changes. Narendran
and Rajkumar [29] [28] also applied the minimum setup strategy in their
heuristics to minimize the total setup time on a PCB assembly environment.
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Hertz et al. [25] presented and compared several algorithms based on efficient
traveling salesman problem (TSP) heuristics and new distance definitions for
minimizing the number of tool switches in a flexible machine. Al-Fawsan and
Al-Sultan [1] proposed a variety of tabu search algorithms for solving the tool
switching problem. Tzur and Altman [59] studied the tool switching problem,
when each tool may occupy more than one slot in the tool magazine.
The efficient minimum setup algorithm (MSA) by Hertz et al. [25] has the
following idea: The algorithm starts by forming a complete weighted graph
G where the PCBs are nodes and the weight of the arc between node i and
j is calculated from the expression |Ei ∪ Ej| − |Ei ∩ Ej| (giving the number
of non-mutual components of PCB i and j). The algorithm repeats the next
four steps N times by taking each node as a starting node:
1. Solve the traveling salesman problem for G with a heuristic by starting
from the selected node.
2. Improve the solution with a 2-opt heuristic.
3. Use the keep tool needed soonest (KTNS [52]) method to assign compo-
nents to the feeder magazine when visiting the nodes in the sequence
given in the previous steps.
4. Evaluate the solution by using the chosen cost function; if its value is
better than the current best, store it.
The TSP can be solved approximately with different heuristics e.g. nearest
insertion method [33] or farthest insertion method [33].
When the PCB type changes one or several component reels may be
returned to the secondary storage in order to free feeder space. According
to the KTNS-rule those component reels are left to the feeder magazine that
are needed soonest in the sequence of processing the different PCB types. In
our study [24], we reconstructed the KTNS-rule for the tool loading problem
(TLP), where the component reels are of different sizes taking more than one
adjacent slot from the feeder magazine. While the job processing order is
free in the minimum setup problem, it is assumed to be fixed in TLP.
6.3 Hybrid setup heuristic
In our studies [51][47] we presented a general model that can be applied to
construct an efficient hybrid setup heuristic:
The hybrid setup algorithm (HSA) forms PCB groups (or families) like
the group setup algorithm (GSA), but each time after merging two groups, it
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calls the minimum setup algorithm (MSA) and evaluates the cost function. If
the found solution is better than the previous one, it is saved. The advantage
of this method is that it searches the solution space globally. The algorithm
HSA for solving the hybrid setup problem is as follows:
Input : pcbs(a set of PCBs)








for every pcbi ∈ pcbs
change pcbi to groupi
add groupi to groups
endfor
while (feasible merging is possible)
calculate similarity coefficient sij for every groupPairi,j ∈ groups










Although HSA is at its best to solve the hybrid setup problem, our
study [46] has shown that it often gives better solutions also to the min-
imum setup problem than the sole application of sequencing heuristics for
minimum setup. As a further benefit, the algorithm is fast even for more
complex cases of real production data from PCB assembly and it is therefore





IN THE FIRST PUBLICATION [51], we consider the hybridization of group
setup strategies and minimum setup strategies in PCB assembly. Usually,
the machine setup problem is formulated as a grouping problem or as a mini-
mum setup problem. The objectives of these two strategies are incompatible
with each other. However, if one wants to operate in a real-world production
environment of the PCB assembly, it is necessary to consider both prob-
lems at the same time. Therefore, we define an objective function which is a
weighted sum of the number job groups and feeder changes. We modify three
setup algorithms and four minimum setup algorithms proposed previously in
the literature to work with this hybrid problem. In addition, we present
a new algorithm (GMSA) which combines both setup strategies. The new
algorithm uses a hierarchical clustering algorithm the Jaccard’s similarity
measure for grouping the boards. Each board in the same group can be as-
sembled without any feeder changes. After that, each group is considered as
a super-PCB. An efficient minimum setup algorithm (Genius) is used to min-
imize the amount of work for feeder changes between the super-PCBs. The
feeder assignments of each permutation of the super-PCBs are generated by
the KTNS (Keep Tool Needed Soonest) rule. According to the KTNS -rule
those component feeders are removed from the feeder magazine, which are
needed latest. The performance of the algorithms is tested with real-world
production data. The GMSA outperformed the other algorithms in these
tests, except for the case, where the number of the setup occasions (groups)
is omitted.
IN THE SECOND PUBLICATION [47], we study further the hybrid of
group setup and minimum setup strategies. The problem is formulated as an
Integer Programming (IP) model and small problem instances are solved op-
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timally with the LINGO optimization package. We introduce two more new
algorithms (GMSA2, GMSA3) based on efficient group and minimum setup
heuristics. The GMSA2 differs from GMSA1 (the GMSA1 is the same as
the GMSA in the first paper) with respect to its stopping criterion; GMSA2
finishes the merging of the groups when the similarities between the groups
drop below a certain limit. The GMSA3 calls an efficient minimum setup
algorithm (MSAGenius) after each time it merges PCB clusters and eval-
uates the cost function. Only, if the new cluster improves the result, it is
saved. The algorithms are tested with PCB data drawn from a high-mix
low-volume PCB assembly environment. Practical tests indicated that the
new algorithms can improve the solutions of the previous algorithms. The
algorithm GMSA3 yielded the overall best results.
IN THE THIRD PUBLICATION [46], we study the power of hybrid
algorithms to the tool switching problem (TSwP) which arises in the metal-
working industry, where numerically controlled flexible machines are used to
manufacture parts. The TSwP is just like the minimum setup problem in the
electronic industry, but the objective is to sequence parts instead of PCBs so
that the total number of tool switches instead of feeder setups is minimized.
We compared our best hybrid algorithm with the best TSwP heuristics pro-
posed in the literature. As the purpose of our study is to find useful methods
for real production environments, we consider both the solution quality and
the running time. We used two different sets of test problems. The first
was a random generated test problems from literature and the second set of
problems was generated from PCB data. Out of 10 methods only GENIUS∗
could beat our method, but the drawback of the GENIUS∗ is its impractical
long running time.
IN THE FOURTH PUBLICATION [24], we concentrate on the tool load-
ing problem (TLP), which is subproblem of the TSwP. In the TLP it is as-
sumed that the job processing order is fixed. The objective of the TLP in
a PCB context is to minimize the component reel switching costs. Before
the components can be placed from the feeders to the board, the component
reels have to be loaded from the secondary storage to the feeder magazine
(or rack). If the feeder magazine of the component placement machine is
fully loaded, one or several component reels are returned to the secondary
storage in order to free feeder space. In the case where every component reel
takes only one feeder slot of the linear feeder magazine space the TLP can be
solved optimally by the Keep Tool Needed Soonest (KTNS) -rule. The TLP
becomes more complex, if the component reels are of different sizes taking
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more than one adjacent slot from the feeder rack. Therefore, when changing
the PCB type, feeder reels have to be reorganized in the feeder rack because
of the fragmentation of free slots. First, we give a formulation of the general
two-level tool management problem (GSM-1), where component reels are of
the same size. A mathematical programming solution is then given for the
GSM-1. Then we generalize the GSM-1 by extending it to concern different
component reel sizes (GSMM). We develop heuristic solution algorithms for
both problems (GSM-1 and GSMM) and compare their efficiency against
naive, random, and lower bound methods. The results of the new algorithms
are not far from optimal solutions and the solutions are found in short run-
ning times for practical problem sizes.
IN THE FIFTH PUBLICATION [45], we consider production planning
and machine control strategies for a component placement machine in different
product volume situations. It was known before hand that unique setup
methods are beneficial for big batch sizes and group setup methods should
be favoured if batch sizes are small. We propose a new method, GreedyTot,
that is an intermediate between job grouping and unique setup techniques
taking into consideration the benefits of both techniques. The GreedyTot
method starts from a solution, where the unique setup strategy is applied
for all PCBs and it continues by forming feasible pairs of PCBs. If the best
PCB pair decreases the production time they are combined to form a group.
The grouping steps are repeated as long as an improving group can be found.
The algorithm takes into account several factors when counting production
times: PCB batch sizes, the number of different components and their quan-
tities, the number of setup occasions, and the number of feeder changes. We
compare the new technique to group setup and unique setup techniques by
varying the production batch sizes from low-volume to large-volume. With
the help of a machine simulator of an existing commercial planning tool, we
get realistic production times to the different techniques. Based on our tests,
the GreedyTot method yields clearly better results than the unique or group





Due to the competition between PCB manufacturers, they are forced to
specialize their assembly manufacturing to either a few product types in large
volumes or a large variety of products in small volumes [11]. In this work, we
have discussed setup optimization in SMT assembly in the case, where a wide
variety of PCBs are produced. Nowadays, the above mentioned situation is
common in many factories.
To increase the productivity in a high mix production environment, it is
more important to minimize setup times instead of minimizing component
placement operation times, because setup times for PCB types are usually
large in comparison to component placement time on a board. Therefore,
we have omitted certain machine designs in our studies and concentrated on
minimizing the setup times. The machine downtime consumed by different
setup operations reduce on production output significantly. On the other
hand, if batch sizes of the PCBs increase significantly, more machine specific
examinations are needed to improve production throughput.
In our studies, minimizing the total setup time was considered as the
main objective. We presented an objective function included both the num-
ber of setup occasions and the number of feeder changes. The idea of this
hybridization model was that it simulated the real-world production plan-
ning situation in a flexible way. By selecting suitable parameters the model
can put more weight on the number of setup occasions or on feeder changes.
The setup problems were also presented more concisely using mathemati-
cal formulations. We developed an integer programming model to the hybrid
setup problem. Although, there are mathematical techniques (exact meth-
ods) that are capable of finding optimal solutions for optimization problems
without going through the whole solution space, this hybrid setup prob-
lem can be solved optimally only for small instances with exact methods.
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Thus, efficient heuristics are needed for problems of realistic size. Different
heuristics from earlier studies were collected and studied in the setup opti-
mization problems. One of our main task has been to develop for the setup
problems efficient heuristic methods that attempt to find solutions globally.
We have constructed a specific heuristic for the hybrid setup problem that
takes into account the situation changes in the problem and considers the
tradeoff between manual operation times and machine times. We indicated
by considering both the solution quality and the running time that our hy-
brid algorithms were useful also to the tool switching problem (TSwP) which
arises in the metalworking industry.
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